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adjustable parameters 
  

lattice spacing:  
  

finite volume, time:  
   

quark masses (mf): 
  tune using hadron masses 
  extrapolations/interpolations

Lattice QCD Introduction

L 

a 

x 

discrete Euclidean space-time (spacing a) 
derivatives ➙ difference operators, etc… 
  

finite spatial volume (L) 
  

finite time extent (T) 

LQCD =
X

f

 ̄f (D/+mf ) f +
1

4
trFµ⌫F

µ⌫

a ➙ 0

L ➙ ∞, T > L

MH,lat = MH,exp

mf ➙ mf,phys mud ms mc mb
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Growing number of collaborations have generated sets of ensembles that include 
sea quarks with physical light-quark masses and use improved lattice actions:   
PACS-CS, BMW, MILC, RBC/UKQCD, ETM,…

L 

a 

x Lattice QCD Introduction

combined chiral-continuum interpolation/extrapolation

FIG. 6. Distribution of four-flavor QCD gauge-field ensembles used in this work. Ensembles that
are new with respect our previous analysis [23] are indicated with black outlines. Ensembles with
unphysical strange-quark masses are shown as gold disks with orange outlines. The area of each
disk is proportional to the statistical sample size Nconf ⇥ Nsrc. The physical, continuum limit is
located at (a = 0, M⇡ ⇡ 135 MeV).

charm and bottom quarks with controlled discretization errors. Figure 7 shows the range
of valence heavy-quark masses used in our analysis. On the coarsest a ⇡ 0.15 and 0.12 fm
ensembles, we have only two values mh = 0.9m0

c
and m

0
c
; on our finest a ⇡ 0.042 and 0.03 fm

ensembles, however, we have several heavy-quark masses between 0.9m0
c

 mh  5m0
c
,

reaching just above the physical b-quark mass. Second, as discussed in Sec. III, we have
large statistical sample sizes, with about 4,000 samples on most ensembles and large lattice
volumes; the resulting errors on the decay constants range from 0.04% to 1.4%.

Because of the breadth and precision of the data set, it is a challenge to find a theo-
retically well-motivated functional form that is sophisticated enough to describe the whole
data set. We therefore rely on several EFTs to parameterize the dependence of our data
on each of the independent variables just described: Symanzik e↵ective field theory for lat-
tice spacing dependence [37], chiral perturbation theory for light- and strange-quark mass
dependence, and heavy-quark e↵ective theory for the heavy-quark mass dependence. These
EFTs are linked together within heavy-meson rooted all-staggered chiral perturbation the-
ory (HMrAS�PT) [64]. Here we use the one-loop HMrAS�PT expression to describe the
nonanalytic behavior of the interaction between pion (and other pseudo-Goldstone bosons)
and the heavy-light meson, and supplement it with higher-order analytic functions in the
light- and heavy-quark masses and lattice spacing to enable a good correlated fit.

Even with these additional terms, however, the extrapolation a ! 0 and the interpolation
mh ! mb oblige us to restrict the range of amh. In practice, we are able to obtain a good
correlated fit of our data with heavy-quark masses amh  0.9. Note, however, that our final
fit function describes even the data with amh > 0.9 quite well.

20

MILC nf = 2+1+1
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Lattice QCD calculations of simple quantities (with at most one stable 
meson in initial/final state) that quantitatively account for all systematic  
effects (discretization, finite volume, renormalization,…) , in some cases 
with  

• sub percent precision.   
•  total errors that are commensurate (or smaller) than corresponding 

experimental uncertainties. 
Scope of LQCD calculations is increasing due to continual development of 
new methods:  

• nucleons and other baryons    
• nonleptonic decays (                , …) 
• resonances, scattering, long-distance effects, …  
• QED effects  
• radiative decay rates …

The State of the Art

L 

a 

x Lattice QCD Introduction

K ! ⇡⇡
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Complexity

✓

[inspired by A. Kronfeld]

fK± fB(s)

fK!⇡
+ (0)fB!⇡

+,0,T (q
2)

B̂K

hB̄0
q |O

�B=2
i |B0

q i

h⇡⇡(I=2)|H
�S=1

|K0
i

h⇡⇡(I=0)|H
�S=1

|K0
i

�MK , ✏K

LQCD 
flagship 
results

Complete 
LQCD results, 
large(ish) errors 

First results, 
physical params, 
incomplete 
systematics

new methods, 
pilot projects, 
unphysical 
kinematics

hD̄0
|O

�C=2
i |D0

i

…

…

…

K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄

K+ ! ⇡+`+`�

K+ ! `+⌫ (�) …

…

fB!D
+,0 (q2), . . .

B ! K⇤`` ! K⇡ ``

…

Λb → p, Λc, Λ

other inclusive 
decay rates, 
…

new ideas, 
first studies

B → Xcℓν,

aHVP LO
µ aHLbL

µ
gA, gT, gS

nucleon form factors, ..

MEs for light nuclei

Lattice QCD: Overview
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Leptonic  meson decayD, Ds

7

example:

use experiment + LQCD input  for determination of CKM element 
account for EW+EM corrections in the experimental rate 
• EW: [Sirlin, Nuc. Phys. 1982] ~ 1.8% 
• EM: Structure dependent: [Dobrescu+Kronfeld, PRL 2008] ~ 1% 

       depends on photon energy cut  
       Long distance: [Kinoshita, PRL 1959] ~ 2.4%  
        ➠ removed with PHOTOS 

( fD+)

Vcd
D+ ! µ+⌫µ

<latexit sha1_base64="AvO9kWxtH8qfIKyIyAXXJYu5XQo=">AAAB/nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLSqu3AwWQRBKIhVdFnXhsoK9QBPDZDpph04mYS5CCQVfxY0LRdz6HO58GydtFtr6w8DHf85hzvnDlFGpHOfbKi0tr6yuldcrG5tb2zv27l5bJlpg0sIJS0Q3RJIwyklLUcVINxUExSEjnXB0ndc7j0RImvB7NU6JH6MBpxHFSBkrsA9uHk6hpxLoxTonrgNDgV11as5UcBHcAqqgUDOwv7x+gnVMuMIMSdlznVT5GRKKYkYmFU9LkiI8QgPSM8hRTKSfTdefwGPj9GGUCPO4glP390SGYinHcWg6Y6SGcr6Wm//VelpFl35GeaoV4Xj2UaQZNOfmWcA+FQQrNjaAsKBmV4iHSCCsTGIVE4I7f/IitM9qbr12flevNq6KOMrgEByBE+CCC9AAt6AJWgCDDDyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MWstWcXMPvgj6/MHg2OUlA==</latexit>

W
µ+

⌫µ

D+
c

<latexit sha1_base64="FJ2Ox4tQNG4fYITFxmsgq3FfibQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlJuuXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSvqh6tepls1ap3+RxFOEETuEcPLiCOtxBA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHyP2M7w==</latexit>

d̄

<latexit sha1_base64="zpVgQc+NmzBfnLc3NhjfQ+7KeX8=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cK9gPaUDabTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuBtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4k7wTju5nfeeLaiEQ94iTlfkyHSkSCUbRSpx9QnYfTQbXm1t05yCrxClKDAs1B9asfJiyLuUImqTE9z03Rz6lGwSSfVvqZ4SllYzrkPUsVjbnx8/m5U3JmlZBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxIHtjCmOzLI3E//zehlGN34uVJohV2yxKMokwYTMfieh0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNqGKDcFbfnmVtC/q3mX96uGy1rgt4ijDCZzCOXhwDQ24hya0gMEYnuEV3pzUeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH4gsj7U=</latexit>

�(D+ ! µ+⌫µ (�)) = (known) ⇥ SEW (1 + �EM) ⇥ |Vcd|2 ⇥ f2
D+

<latexit sha1_base64="pbFJrLsZSODfh89nWQzUul2T3fc=">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</latexit>

PDG: 2.8% 
uncertainty
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 meson decay constantsD, Ds

[S. Aoki et al  FLAG 2019 review, 1902.08191, webupdate: flag.unibe.ch/2019/]

0.33% 0.2%

Small errors due to:  
physical light quark masses 
improved light-quark actions  
small lattice spacings 
NPR or no renormalization

0.14%

Consider strong isospin breaking 
effects to obtain fD+

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1902.08191
http://flag.unibe.ch/2019/
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Leptonic  meson decayD, Ds

experimental averages [PDG 2019, Rosner, Stone, Van de Water]:

|Vcs|fDs = 245.7 (3.1)exp(3.4)(EW+EM) MeV

<latexit sha1_base64="Cr6JpleoSP741RYnoAc6Zzm1QvA=">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</latexit>

|Vcd|fD+ = 46.2 (1.0)exp(0.6)(EW+EM) MeV

<latexit sha1_base64="MJ0dCyOdxmNVZO9n1bdum3dgHNI=">AAACMnicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei9BSGWakPjaC+ABdCAq2Fdo6ZNI7NZh5kGTEMs43ufFLBBe6UMStH2HazkKrBwLnnnMvN/e4EWdSWdaLMTI6Nj4xOTWdm5mdm1/ILy7VZBgLClUa8lBcukQCZwFUFVMcLiMBxHc51N2bg55fvwUhWRhcqG4ELZ90AuYxSpSWnPzJfc1JaDu995zk8Kqc4l1c2TI3cHMdF23TKjlJU/gY7qIUFy1zK6uLR/Xy0Wkp1V39+hRqqZMvWKbVB/5L7IwUUIYzJ//UbIc09iFQlBMpG7YVqVZChGKUQ5prxhIiQm9IBxqaBsQH2Ur6J6d4TStt7IVCv0DhvvpzIiG+lF3f1Z0+Uddy2OuJ/3mNWHk7rYQFUawgoINFXsyxCnEvP9xmAqjiXU0IFUz/FdNrIghVOuWcDsEePvkvqW2YdsXcPK8U9vazOKbQClpFRWSjbbSHjtEZqiKKHtAzekPvxqPxanwYn4PWESObWUa/YHx9AxnApdU=</latexit>

error2 error2

LQCD
EW+EM

Experiment

LQCD

EW+EM
Experiment

Experiment
EW+EM
LQCD

|Vcs| = 0.983 (13)(14)(2)

<latexit sha1_base64="oys0PT7dfFUOtLVVM34mfFoO4d0=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBouQgoSkrVgXQtGNywr2AW0Ik+mkHTp5MDMRStqVG3/FjQtF3PoN7vwbp4+Fth64cDjnXu69x4sZFdKyvrXMyura+kZ2M7e1vbO7p+8fNESUcEzqOGIRb3lIEEZDUpdUMtKKOUGBx0jTG9xM/OYD4YJG4b0cxsQJUC+kPsVIKsnVj0cNN8ViPIJX0DIvK6XOmWGXCoZdLhjFgqvnLdOaAi4Te07yYI6aq391uhFOAhJKzJAQbduKpZMiLilmZJzrJILECA9Qj7QVDVFAhJNO3xjDU6V0oR9xVaGEU/X3RIoCIYaBpzoDJPti0ZuI/3ntRPoVJ6VhnEgS4tkiP2FQRnCSCexSTrBkQ0UQ5lTdCnEfcYSlSi6nQrAXX14mjaJpl83zu3K+ej2PIwuOwAkwgA0uQBXcghqoAwwewTN4BW/ak/aivWsfs9aMNp85BH+gff4Ae/mVRQ==</latexit>

|Vcd| = 0.217 (5)(3)(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="jK2voXVLU7bQzprbwjxskiqFaUI=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYBFSkJLUlroRim5cVrAPaEOYTCbt0MmDmYlQ0i7c+CtuXCji1o9w5984bbPQ1gMXDufcy733uDGjQprmt7a2vrG5tZ3bye/u7R8c6kfHbRElHJMWjljEuy4ShNGQtCSVjHRjTlDgMtJxRzczv/NAuKBReC/HMbEDNAipTzGSSnL0wqTtpNibTuAVNMsVq94/N2ol46JkWCVHL5plcw64SqyMFEGGpqN/9b0IJwEJJWZIiJ5lxtJOEZcUMzLN9xNBYoRHaEB6ioYoIMJO509M4ZlSPOhHXFUo4Vz9PZGiQIhx4KrOAMmhWPZm4n9eL5H+pZ3SME4kCfFikZ8wKCM4SwR6lBMs2VgRhDlVt0I8RBxhqXLLqxCs5ZdXSbtStqrl2l212LjO4siBAjgFBrBAHTTALWiCFsDgETyDV/CmPWkv2rv2sWhd07KZE/AH2ucPZtOUtg==</latexit>

15 71. Leptonic Decays of Charged Pseudoscalar Mesons

|Vcd| and |Vcs| from leptonic decays within the standard model:

|Vcd| = 0.217(5)(3)(1) and |Vcs| = 0.983(13)(14)(2) , (71.24)

where the errors are from the measured branching fractions, radiative corrections, and decay con-
stants, respectively. These results enable a test of the unitarity of the second row of the CKM
matrix. We obtain

|Vcd|
2 + |Vcs|

2 + |Vcb|
2

≠ 1 = 0.016(37) , (71.25)

in agreement with three-generation unitarity.
The uncertainty on |Vcd| in Eq. (71.24) is limited by the measurement error on the D+

æ µ+‹
decay rate. For |Vcs|, however, the experimental and radiative-correction errors are commensurate.
It is worth noting that the value of |Vcs| from leptonic Ds decays has decreased substantially from
the value of 1.007(17) in the previous version of this review [26, 49], and is now below unity as
expected in the three-generation CKM framework. This change is due to our new, more consistent
treatment of the radiative corrections, which lower the purely leptonic decay rates for the µ+‹ and
·+‹ channels by 2.8% and 1%, respectively. We emphasize, however, that we have taken a generous
100% uncertainty on these estimates, and that more theoretical work is needed to really pin down
the sizes of the radiative corrections to D(s)-meson leptonic decays.

The CKM matrix elements |Vcd| and |Vcs| can also be obtained from semileptonic D+
æ fi0¸+‹

and D+
s æ K0¸+‹ decays, respectively. Here experimental measurements determine the product

of the form factor times the CKM element, and theory provides the value for the form factor
at zero four-momentum transfer between the initial D(s) meson and the final pion or kaon. The
latest experimental averages from the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFLAV) are fDfi

+ (0)|Vcd| =
0.1426(19) and fDsK

+ (0)|Vcs| = 0.7226(34) [108]. There are not enough published lattice-QCD
calculations of the zero-momentum D(s)-meson semileptonic form factors with Nf Ø 3 to permit
an average by the FLAG Collaboration. Taking the most precise three-flavor form-factor results
fDfi

+ (0) = 0.666(29) and fDsK
+ (0) = 0.747(19) from the HPQCD Collaboration [109, 110] gives

for the CKM matrix elements |Vcd| = 0.2141(97) and |Vcs| = 0.967(25), in agreement with those
from leptonic decays in Eq. (71.24). A newer, four-flavor calculation of the form factors by the
ETM Collaboration, however, yields a smaller value of fDfi

+ (0) = 0.612(35) by 1.2‡ and a larger
fDsK

+ (0) = 0.765(31) by 0.5‡. These imply |Vcd| = 0.233(14) and |Vcs| = 0.945(39), which are about
1‡ above and below the values from leptonic decays in Eq. (71.24), respectively. Independent lattice-
QCD calculations of the D+

æ fi0¸+‹ and D+
s æ K0¸+‹ form factors now in progress [111, 112]

may help clarify the picture.
We can combine the experimental measurements of fD+ |Vcd| and fD+

s
|Vcs| from Tables 71.2

and 71.3 with |Vcd| = 0.22438(44) and |Vcs| = 0.97359(10) from the PDG 2018 global unitarity-
triangle analysis [50] to infer “experimental” values for the decay constants within the standard
model. We take the CKM elements from the global fit because they are based on many input
quantities, thereby reducing the sensitivity to any one outlying measurement or calculation. We
obtain for the decay constants

f “exp”
D+ = 205.8(4.5)(0.4)(2.7) MeV , f “exp”

D+
s

= 252.4(3.2)(0.03)(3.5) MeV , (71.26)
A

fD+
s

fD+

B “exp”
= 1.226(31)(2)(3) . (71.27)

where the uncertainties are from the errors on ≈ (0), CKM matrix elements, and radiative cor-
rections, respectively. For the decay-constant ratio, we expect most of the radiative corrections

1st June, 2020 8:31am

2nd row CKM unitarity test: 

2.7%1.95%
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calculate the form factors over entire  range + model-independent 
parametrization of shape (z-expansion).  
account for EW+EM corrections in experimental rate  
• EW: [Sirlin, Nuc. Phys. 1982] ~ 1.8%  
• EM: Structure dependent: use guidance from ? ~ 1% ?  

       depends on photon energy cut  
       Long distance: [Kinoshita, PRL 1959] ~ 2.4%  
        ➠ removed with PHOTOS

q2

Kℓ3

Semileptonic  meson decayD, Ds

example:
d

ū

⇡�

W

µ+

⌫µ

Vcd
c

<latexit sha1_base64="FJ2Ox4tQNG4fYITFxmsgq3FfibQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlJuuXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSvqh6tepls1ap3+RxFOEETuEcPLiCOtxBA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHyP2M7w==</latexit>

D0

<latexit sha1_base64="2yCcXWkYQc5ZZQFzZEr6cpMDh3w=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRI9BPXiMaB6QrGF2MkmGzM4uM71CWPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSyFQdf9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+gYaJEM15nkYx0K6CGS6F4HQVK3oo1p2EgeTMYXU/95hPXRkTqAccx90M6UKIvGEUr3d88ut1iyS27M5Bl4mWkBBlq3eJXpxexJOQKmaTGtD03Rj+lGgWTfFLoJIbHlI3ogLctVTTkxk9np07IiVV6pB9pWwrJTP09kdLQmHEY2M6Q4tAselPxP6+dYP/ST4WKE+SKzRf1E0kwItO/SU9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObTsGG4C2+vEwaZ2WvUj6/q5SqV1kceTiCYzgFDy6gCrdQgzowGMAzvMKbI50X5935mLfmnGzmEP7A+fwBu/iNcg==</latexit>

D0 ! ⇡�µ+⌫µ

<latexit sha1_base64="R6k+oLYuYl5wlDnrKqndbGt/l68=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVddnNYBEEsSRS0WVRFy4r2Ac0aZhMJ+3QySTMQyihCzf+ihsXirj1I9z5N07bLLT1wMDhnHu5c06YMiqV43xbS8srq2vrhY3i5tb2zq69t9+UiRaYNHDCEtEOkSSMctJQVDHSTgVBcchIKxxeT/zWAxGSJvxejVLix6jPaUQxUkYK7NJN14GeSqCX0u4p9GLdPYEe14FhgV12Ks4UcJG4OSmDHPXA/vJ6CdYx4QozJGXHdVLlZ0goihkZFz0tSYrwEPVJx1COYiL9bBpiDI+M0oNRIszjCk7V3xsZiqUcxaGZjJEayHlvIv7ndbSKLv2M8lQrwvHsUKQZNKEnjcAeFQQrNjIEYUHNXyEeIIGwMr0VTQnufORF0jyruNXK+V21XLvK6yiAEjgEx8AFF6AGbkEdNAAGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj9nokpXvHIA/sD5/AG4jlrU=</latexit>

d�(D0 ! ⇡�µ+⌫µ (�))

dq2
= (known) ⇥ SEW (1 + �EM) ⇥ |Vcd|2 ⇥ f+(q

2)2

<latexit sha1_base64="1aKF3JQ4s1vuUlSGMUBBQmUHo1Y=">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</latexit>
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Compare shape of LQCD form factor with experiment and fit LQCD form 
factors + experimental diff. rates to determine or  
can also extract CKM elements from exp. average of  
similar analysis with  decay form factors [Meinel, arXiv:1611.09696, 2017 PRL]. 
also: -meson tensor form factors [ETM, arXiv:1803.04807, 2018 PRD] 

ongoing work by FNAL/MILC, JLQCD, RBC/UKQCD, ALPHA,…

|Vcd | |Vcs |
|Vcq | f+(0)

Λc
D

HPQCD [arXiv:2104.09883]
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Figure 8: Momentum dependencies of the Lorentz-invariant form factors f+(q2) (orange bands)
and f0(q2) (cyan bands), extrapolated to the physical pion mass and to the continuum and infinite
volume limits, for the D ! ⇡ (left panel) and D ! K (right panel) transitions, including their

total uncertainties. For comparison, the values of fD⇡(K)
+ (q2) determined by BELLE, BABAR,

CLEO and BESIII collaborations in Refs. [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] are shown. The bands correspond
to the total (statistical + systematic) uncertainty at one standard-deviation level.

6 Results from the global fit and comparison with experimental
data

The momentum dependencies of the physical Lorentz-invariant vector and scalar form factors,
extrapolated to the physical pion mass and to the continuum and infinite volume limits, are
shown in Fig. 8 for both the D ! ⇡ and D ! K transitions. Our results exhibit a remarkable
precision in the full range of values of q2 covered by the experiments (i.e., 0  q

2
 q

2
max =

(MD �M⇡(K))
2
' 3.0(1.9) GeV2). Our results for the vector form factors fD⇡

+ (q2) and f
DK
+ (q2)

can be compared with the corresponding values determined by BELLE, BABAR, CLEO and
BESIII collaborations in Refs. [11, 12, 13, 14, 15], where the partial decay rates have been
measured (see also Refs. [48, 49] for a summary of the experimental results). The agreement is
good except at high values of q2, where some deviations are visible.

In Fig. 9 our main results for the vector and scalar form factors are compared with those
obtained by choosing only the kinematical configurations corresponding to the D-meson rest
frame and by performing the extrapolations to the physical pion mass and to the continuum
and infinite volume limits without including the hypercubic terms (35) and (41). In other words,
the continuum extrapolation is based only on the discretization terms contained in Eqs. (46-47).
It can be seen that the neglect of hypercubic e↵ects in the analysis and the use of a limited subset
of data lead to some distortions of the extrapolated form factors, which are more pronounced
in the case of the scalar form factor. Such distortions are found to be comparable with present
global uncertainties within one standard-deviation. They may become more relevant as the
precision of the data will be increased in the future.

In Table 4 we provide a set of synthetic data points for the vector and scalar D ! ⇡ form

23
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pion chiral perturbation theory [43]. Following [44] we
include a chiral logarithm term multiplying the polyno-
mial in z for both f+ and f0. Because our light quark
masses are small (with maximum ml/ms = 0.2) the K

meson mass changes very little between di↵erent values
of ml. We therefore only include the chiral logarithm
associated with the ⇡ meson mass:

L(ml) = �
9g

2

8
x⇡

⇣
log x⇡ + �FV

⌘
, (31)

where x⇡ = M
2
⇡
/⇤2

�
, with ⇤� the chiral scale of 4⇡f⇡. We

rewrite x⇡ in terms of quark masses as ml/(5.63m
tuned
s

),
using the ratio of ⇤� to M⌘s

to evaluate the chiral log-
arithm accurately. �FV above is a finite-volume correc-
tion, calculated for each ensemble at the pion mass (See
Eq.(47) of [45]). �FV has negligible e↵ect in our fit. We
take the DD

⇤
⇡ coupling, g = 0.570(6) from [46]. As

shown in Eq. (27) we include other terms in our fit, inde-
pendently for each z-expansion coe�cient, to allow for
(analytic) dependence on ml from chiral perturbation
theory. Our fit is not able to distinguish between lin-
ear and logarithmic dependence and so, as we will show
below, gives the same result if the chiral logarithm of
Eq. (31) is dropped. We include it in our preferred fit,
however.

The priors on the d0n in Eq. (26) that give the z-
expansion coe�cients in the continuum limit are taken
to be 0 ± 2. All other d coe�cients, that set the discreti-
sation e↵ects, are given prior 0 ± 1. The c coe�cients
in Eq. (27) that account for valence mass mistuning are
given priors 0±1; those that correspond to the smaller sea
quark mass e↵ects are given prior 0 ± 0.5. An Empirical
Bayes study [33] suggests that our priors are conserva-
tive.

Our preferred fit, as described above, returns a �
2
/dof

of 0.67 with 64 degrees of freedom. The stability of this
fit against a variety of changes is demonstrated in Fig-
ure 5. We show the impact of omitting sets of lattice re-
sults, changing the numbers of terms in the z-expansion
and the number of discretisation e↵ects considered as
well as doubling and halving the prior widths on all of
the d coe�cients. Modifications to the fit in which we
drop the logarithmic term of Eq. (31) or remove the con-
straint that f+(0) = f0(0) are tested. We also show
the impact of changing t0 from zero to the choice t0 =

t+

⇣
1�

q
1 �

t�
t+

⌘
, which minimises the maximum magni-

tude of z as well as the choice t0 = t� ⌘ (MD �MK)2. In
both of these two cases we implement the constraint that
f+(0) = f0(0) by setting the di↵erence between them
equal to a parameter with prior 0 ± 1 ⇥ 10�6. These
two di↵erent values of t0 correspond to di↵erent ranges
for the fit in z-space with the q

2 distribution mapped
very di↵erently into z-space. The good agreement is a
strong validation of the z-expansion approach. In Sec-
tion III D 2 we consider a completely di↵erent kind of fit,
to cubic splines in q

2 space, and compare the results of
that also in Figure 5. Our fit result is stable against all
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q2[GeV2]
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1.0 1.0

1.2 1.2

1.4 1.4
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f+

f spline
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+

FIG. 6. A comparison of the f+ and f0 form factors, at the
physical point (a = 0 and physical quark masses), obtained
from our preferred z-expansion fit of Section IIID 1 and from
a cubic spline fit in q

2 of Section IIID 2.

of these changes, although the uncertainties increase sig-
nificantly if the lattice results for physical ml values (sets
1, 2 and 3) are dropped.

In the next section we compare our z-expansion fit to
a fit in q

2-space using cubic splines.

2. Using a cubic spline in q
2

There are choices to be made in implementing a z-
expansion, from the choice of t0 in the q

2 to z mapping
to the prefactors in front of the polynomial in z (compare
the form we use in Eq. (24) to that used for the shape pa-
rameters in Eq. (36)). Here, since we have precise lattice
QCD results over the full q

2 range of the decay, we can
test a completely model-independent approach to the fit.
Using cubic splines allows us to fit a very general function
directly in q

2 space. We use Ste↵en spline [47] to do this
and denote each spline function, gi(q2). After removing
the expected pole, as described in Section III D 1, and
including the chiral logarithm term of Eq. (31), we use
a spline function g0 to describe the physical dependence
of each form factor on q

2 and further spline functions
to account for discretisation and quark mass mistuning
e↵ects. The fit forms are given by:

(1 �
q
2

M
2
D

⇤
s0

)f0(q
2) = (1 + L(ml)) ⇥ (32)

0

@g
0
0(q

2) +

Nj�1X

j=1


g
0
j
(q2)

⇣
amc

⇡

⌘2j

+ N
0

�1

A ;

(1 �
q
2

M
2
D⇤

s

)f+(q2) = (1 + L(ml)) ⇥

0

@g
+
0 (q2) +

Nj�1X

j=1


g
+
j

(q2)
⇣
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Semileptonic  meson decay form factorsD

D ! ⇡`⌫`

<latexit sha1_base64="KNSWiFkjKegi39Gu1w4hj3f/+8g=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVRcu3AwWwVVJpKLLoi5cVrAPaEKYTCft0MkkzEyEErrxV9y4UMStn+HOv3HSZqGtBwYO59zLnXOChDOlbfvbKq2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOilNJaJvEPJa9ACvKmaBtzTSnvURSHAWcdoPxTe53H6lULBYPepJQL8JDwUJGsDaSXz26Ra6OkZsw5FLOkStSPyd+tWbX7RnQMnEKUoMCLb/65Q5ikkZUaMKxUn3HTrSXYakZ4XRacVNFE0zGeEj7hgocUeVlswBTdGqUAQpjaZ7QaKb+3shwpNQkCsxkhPVILXq5+J/XT3V45WVMJKmmgswPhSlHJnLeBhowSYnmE0Mwkcz8FZERlpho01nFlOAsRl4mnfO606hf3DdqzeuijjIcwwmcgQOX0IQ7aEEbCEzhGV7hzXqyXqx362M+WrKKnUP4A+vzB1jGlaE=</latexit>

D ! K`⌫`

<latexit sha1_base64="N+3AgNSGszkPoLI+0+dayb1ScG8=">AAAB/nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i4orN4NFcFUSqeiyqAvBTQV7gSaEyXTSDp1MwsxEKKHgq7hxoYhbn8Odb+Ok7UJbfxj4+M85zDl/mHKmtON8W0vLK6tr66WN8ubW9s6uvbffUkkmCW2ShCeyE2JFORO0qZnmtJNKiuOQ03Y4vC7q7UcqFUvEgx6l1I9xX7CIEayNFdiHN8jTCbpDHuUceSILCgjsilN1JkKL4M6gAjM1AvvL6yUki6nQhGOluq6Taj/HUjPC6bjsZYqmmAxxn3YNChxT5eeT9cfoxDg9FCXSPKHRxP09keNYqVEcms4Y64GarxXmf7VupqNLP2cizTQVZPpRlHFkDi6yQD0mKdF8ZAATycyuiAywxESbxMomBHf+5EVonVXdWvX8vlapX83iKMERHMMpuHABdbiFBjSBQA7P8Apv1pP1Yr1bH9PWJWs2cwB/ZH3+AJoulKM=</latexit>

ETM [arXiv:1706.03017, PRD 2017;  
            arXiv:1706.03657, EPJC 2017]
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For illustration: experimental averages [HFLAV 2019, arXiv:1909.12524,  EPJC2021]:

error2

error2

Semileptonic  meson decayD

[SEW(1 + �EM)]1/2|Vcs|fDK
+ (0) = 0.7180 (33)exp
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[SEW(1 + �EM)]1/2|Vcd|fD⇡
+ (0) = 0.1426 (18)exp
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From joint exp + LQCD fits:

|Vcs| = 0.9663 (39)exp(53)LQCD(19)EW(40)EM
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|Vcd| = 0.2341(74)exp+LQCD
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LQCD

EW+EM

Experiment Experiment
EW+EM
LQCD

LQCD

Experiment

3.2%0.83%

HPQCD [arXiv:2104.09883] ETM [arXiv:1706.03657, EPJC 2017]

2nd row CKM unitarity test: |Vcd|2 + |Vcs|2 + |Vcb|2 � 1 = �0.0174 (157)
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★The form factors obtained from the combined exp/lattice fit are well determined 
over entire recoil range. 

★Can be used for an improved SM prediction of R(D).  
★Ongoing work by FNAL/MILC, JLQCD, RBC/UKQCD, HPQCD 
★Also: form factors for   Detmold+Meinel [arXiv:1503.01421, 2015 PRD]Λb → Λcℓν

Form factors for B → D ℓνℓ

S. Aoki et al   
FLAG 2019 review, 1902.08191  
webupdate: flag.unibe.ch/2019/

HPQCD [arXiv:1406.2279, PRD 2014]

FNAL/MILC [arXiv:1505.03925, PRD 2015]

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1902.08191
http://flag.unibe.ch/2019/
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Form factors for Bs → Ds ℓνℓ

15

FIG. 10: Results for fs

0,+(q2) against q2 at the physical
point, comparing the ratio method (from Appendix B) and
the direct method (from Section III 2).
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FIG. 11: Our final result for fs

0,+(q2) compared to form fac-
tors calculated using an NRQCD action for the b quark [35].
Part of the NRQCD band is shaded darker than the rest
(q2 ' 9.5GeV2) to signify the region where lattice results
were directly calculated. The NRQCD form factors in the
rest of the q2 range are the result of an extrapolation using a
BCL parameterization.

tion (1) from [28] and ⌘EW = 1.011(5) [23]. The distribu-
tion in the ⌧ case is cut o↵ at q

2 = m
2
⌧

and so, although
there is enhancement from m

2
`
/q

2 terms in Equation (1)
that reflect reduced helicity suppression, the integrated
branching fraction for the ⌧ case is smaller than for the
µ.

The ratio of branching fractions for semileptonic B de-
cays to ⌧ and to e/µ is being used as a probe of lepton
universality with an interesting picture emerging [36, 37].
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FIG. 12: Di↵erential decay rates for the Bs ! Dsµ⌫µ and
Bs ! Ds⌧⌫⌧ decays, calculated using the form factors deter-
mined in this work.

Here we provide a new SM prediction for the quantity

R(Ds) =
B(Bs ! Ds⌧⌫⌧ )

B(Bs ! Dsl⌫l)
, (35)

where l = e or µ (the di↵erence between e and µ is neg-
ligible in comparison to our precision on R(Ds)). Our
result is

R(Ds)|SM = 0.2987(46), (36)

in which we averaged over the l = e and l = µ cases.
Note that |Vcb| and ⌘EW cancel in this ratio. We give
an error budget for this result in terms of the uncertain-
ties from our lattice QCD calculation in Table VII. Our
result agrees with, but is more accurate than, the previ-
ous lattice QCD value of R(Ds) (0.301(6)) from [35]. An
experimental result for R(Ds) would allow a new test of
lepton universality.

We expect very little di↵erence between R(Ds) and
the analogous quantity R(D) because the mass of the
spectator quark has little e↵ect on the form factors [34].
Lattice QCD calculations that involve light spectator
quarks have larger statistical errors, however, which is
why the process Bs ! Ds is under better control. Pre-
vious lattice QCD results for R(D) are 0.300(8) [23] and
0.299(11) [22], in which any di↵erence with our result for
R(Ds) is too small to be visible with these uncertainties.

IV. COMPARISON TO HQET

In Figure 13 we show our form factor results at two
key values of q

2, the zero recoil point and q
2 = 0, as a

function of heavy quark mass, given by M⌘h
. The plot

demonstrates how f+ at zero-recoil increases as the heavy

combination of a smaller Bs ! Kl! form factor, as shown
in Fig. 14, and a larger reconstructed Bs ! Dsl! form
factor at q2 ! 0 leads to the difference shown in Fig. 21.

E. Comparison with prior results

We very briefly compare our results for a number of
quantities calculated in previous subsections with those
based on the form factors calculated by the HPQCD

Collaboration [30] and by the RBC and UKQCD
Collaborations [31].
We have already seen in Figs. 13 and 14 that our form

factors agree well with those in Ref. [31] but not with those
in Ref. [30]. This is reflected in Table XI where we find
quite reasonable agreement with the RBC/UKQCD results

FIG. 19. Form factor ratios, f2012";0 #Bs ! Ds$=f2012";0 #B ! D$, calculated by Fermilab Lattice and MILC Collaborations in Ref. [13] in
2012 (left) and B ! Dl! form factors, f2015";0 #B ! D$, calculated by the same collaborations in Ref. [15] in 2015 (right). These are the
ingredients to reconstruct the Bs ! Dsl! form factors freco";0 #Bs ! Ds$.

FIG. 20. The reconstructed form factors freco";0 #Bs ! Ds$ ob-
tained from Eq. (7.12).

FIG. 21. Form factor ratios, f";0#Bs ! K$=freco";0 #Bs ! Ds$, as
functions of the momentum transfer q2. The result provided by
HPQCD [85] at q2 ! 0 is plotted for comparison.

FIG. 22. Form factor ratios, f";0#Bs ! K$=freco";0 #Bs ! Ds$, as
functions of the recoil parameter w.

FIG. 23. The kinematically allowed region for Bs ! Kl!
(upper solid line) and Bs ! Dsl! (lower solid line) decays in
terms of q2 and w. The solid lines are the relation between q2

and w as defined in Eq. (7.13). The green and purple areas are the
corresponding Bs ! Kl! regions used to construct the form
factor ratios as shown in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22, respectively.

A. BAZAVOV et al. PHYS. REV. D 100, 034501 (2019)

034501-20

★Can be used to predict .  
★New: experimental measurements of differential decay rate by LHCb   
★Ongoing work by FNAL/MILC, JLQCD, RBC/UKQCD, HPQCD

R(Ds)

FNAL/MILC [arXiv:1901.02561, PRD 2019]

Reconstructed from  form factors 
[1505.03925]  and  ratio [1403.0635]

B → D
Bs /B

HPQCD [arXiv:1906.00701, PRD 2020]
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Form factors for  and B → D* ℓνℓ |Vcb |

w = vB · vD⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="EK+kLsVbYP8ChpERlkVQwoQU0ng=">AAACAHicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4i1pY2AwGwSrsSkQbIUQLywjmAtk1zE5mkyGzO8vM2UhY0vgqNhaK2PoYdr6Nk2QLTfxh4OM/53Dm/H4suAbb/raWlldW19ZzG/nNre2d3cLefkPLRFFWp1JI1fKJZoJHrA4cBGvFipHQF6zpD64n9eaQKc1ldA+jmHkh6UU84JSAsTqFw0d8hYedqku7EgykNw8u0TDuFIp2yZ4KL4KTQRFlqnUKX25X0iRkEVBBtG47dgxeShRwKtg47yaaxYQOSI+1DUYkZNpLpweM8YlxujiQyrwI8NT9PZGSUOtR6JvOkEBfz9cm5n+1dgLBpZfyKE6ARXS2KEgEBoknaeAuV4yCGBkgVHHzV0z7RBEKJrO8CcGZP3kRGmclp1w6vysXK9Usjhw6QsfoFDnoAlXQLaqhOqJojJ7RK3qznqwX6936mLUuWdnMAfoj6/MHtOWV3Q==</latexit>

★  
★ results for form factor at zero recoil: 

FNAL/MILC [arXiv:1403.0635, 2014 PRD], HPQCD [arXiv:1711.11013, 2018 PRD] 
★ result for                  : HPQCD [arXiv:1904.02046, 2019 PRD] 
★ New: non-zero recoil form factors:  

:  FNAL/MILC [arXiv:2105.14019]   : HPQCD [arXiv:2105.11433] 
★ ongoing efforts by  

JLQCD [T. Kaneko @APLAT 2020 conference, arXiv:1912.11770]  
LANL/SWME [Bhattacharya et al, arXiv:2003.09206] 

FNAL/MILC [A. Vaquero & A. Lytle @ Lattice 2021] 
★ new constraints/LQCD inputs:  

[Martinelli et al, arXiv:2105.08674, arXiv:2105.07851]

B → D* Bs → D*s

F(w) = f [hA1(w), hV (w), hA2(w), hA3(w)]

<latexit sha1_base64="SSt4508HKJxRFPDv0mzkfuKeErk=">AAACJHicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARKkiZqRUFEaqCuKxgLzAdhkyaaUMzF5KMUoY+jBtfxY0LL7hw47OYaQfU1gMhX/5zDifndyNGhTSMTy03N7+wuJRfLqysrq1v6JtbTRHGHJMGDlnI2y4ShNGANCSVjLQjTpDvMtJyB5dpvnVHuKBhcCuHEbF91AuoRzGSSnL006SDEYNXo9L9PjyDntV3knPHTJ8HsO80s1tpldEPH6ZsO3rRKBvjgLNgZlAEWdQd/a3TDXHsk0BihoSwTCOSdoK4pJiRUaETCxIhPEA9YikMkE+EnYyXHME9pXShF3J1AgnH6u+OBPlCDH1XVfpI9sV0LhX/y1mx9E7shAZRLEmAJ4O8mEEZwtQx2KWcYMmGChDmVP0V4j7iCEvla0GZYE6vPAvNStmslo9uqsXaRWZHHuyAXVACJjgGNXAN6qABMHgAT+AFvGqP2rP2rn1MSnNa1rMN/oT29Q2olaEi</latexit>

FBs!D⇤
s (1)

<latexit sha1_base64="CxtUeVQsCBdi4xF7VSJIa3geAFU=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBahuiiJVHRZqojLCvYBTRom02k7dDIJMxOhhIAbf8WNC0Xc+hPu/BunbRbaemDgcM693DnHjxiVyrK+jdzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1j7u41ZRgLTBo4ZKFo+0gSRjlpKKoYaUeCoMBnpOWPriZ+64EISUN+r8YRcQM04LRPMVJa8syDxMGIwZu0m9Q86agQXnuye5qW7BPPLFplawq4SOyMFEGGumd+Ob0QxwHhCjMkZce2IuUmSCiKGUkLTixJhPAIDUhHU44CIt1kmiGFx1rpwX4o9OMKTtXfGwkKpBwHvp4MkBrKeW8i/ud1YtW/dBPKo1gRjmeH+jGDOuqkENijgmDFxpogLKj+K8RDJBBWuraCLsGej7xImmdlu1I+v6sUq7Wsjjw4BEegBGxwAargFtRBA2DwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mI3mjGxnH/yB8fkDIB+Wig==</latexit>

d�

dw
= (known) ⇥ ⌘2EW(1 + �EM) ⇥ |Vcb|2 ⇥ (w2 � 1)1/2 ⇥ �(w)|F(w)|2

<latexit sha1_base64="fbE7zdo71/jhKqdDVnrGwAD4KVs=">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</latexit>
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★Results for . 

★Can be used to calculate  (lattice-only)  

★Can be used in joint fits with experimental data to determine 
 and  (lattice + exp)

hA1
(w), hA2

(w), hA3
(w), hV(w)

R(D*(s))

|Vcb | R(D*(s))

Form factors for B(s) → D*(s) ℓνℓ

[FNAL/MILC, arXiv:2105.14019] 
29
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Lattice 
Lattice 

Joint fit 
Joint fit 

FIG. 9: Left: di↵erential decay rate calculated using only lattice data (red and maroon) and lattice plus experimental data
(green and blue). The higher curves are for a massless lepton, whereas the lower curves are for the ⌧ . Although the pure lattice
curves are consistently below the experimental ones, especially at large recoil, both of them agree within 2�. Right: test of the
kinematic constraint at maximum recoil Eq. (5.19). Shown is a contour plot up to 2� of the form factors F1 and F2 resulting
from the lattice-data-only fit and the joint fit of lattice and experimental data. The constraint is satisfied along the diagonal.
We see both fits satisfy the constraint within errors.

for each mode, because the sum of all bins for a particular variable should give the same total number of events.
Such constraints should be reflected as zero eigenmodes, or—with rounding errors—very small eigenvalues in the
40 ⇥ 40 matrices of statistical correlations. The published correlation matrices do not have such small eigenmodes.
Nevertheless, we use the experimental data as they appear in Ref. [17] for this work. One could remove the last
bin on each one of the angular variables data and reconstruct its value from the total normalization. With this
procedure, the value of the last bin is compatible with the value given by Belle, but the procedure introduces the
correct correlations between all the bins. We did not see any significant changes, in the final value for either |Vcb|

or R(D⇤) when reconstructing the last bins, but we noticed a substantial decrease in the �2, and a corresponding
increase in the p value of the fit from 0.0023 up to 0.012.

We do not have access to the unfolded data from the BaBar collaboration. The synthetic datapoints generated
for our joint fit come from Ref. [18]. We noticed that the BaBar analysis uses fewer coe�cients to fit the g and f
form factors than we do in our BGL fit to lattice data only. In particular, we are concerned that the omission of
higher coe�cients may hide truncation errors in the z expansion, and the error of those data might be artificially
low. The addition of an extra higher coe�cient for g and f with value 0.0(5) tends to increase the errors of the
BaBar data points, most likely because the extra coe�cients are completely uncorrelated with the rest of the BaBar
data. Nonetheless, the joint fit to all data is currently dominated by Belle and lattice QCD, and the addition of extra
coe�cients in the BaBar expansion does not change our final results for |Vcb| and R(D⇤) in any meaningful way.

C. Determination of R(D⇤)

From the fit results in Table XII we can calculate R(D⇤) through direct integration of the di↵erential decay rate over
the whole kinematic range. In Fig. 9, we show the di↵erential decay rate as a function of the recoil parameter extracted
using lattice-only data (red and brown curves), compared with that of our joint fit. The curves below (maroon and
blue) show the di↵erential decay rate for the ⌧ case. Our final result for R(D⇤) from our purely lattice-QCD calculation
is

R(D⇤)Lat = 0.266± 0.014. (5.23)
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FIG. 9. The di↵erential rate d�/dq2 for B
0
s ! D

⇤�
s `

+
⌫` for

` = µ and ` = ⌧ as a function of q2, normalised by the total
decay rate for the ` = µ case. Note that here, for the ` = ⌧

curve, the error bands do not include the contribution from
�EM.

and

�(B0

s
! D

⇤�
s

µ
+
⌫µ)

|⌘EWVcb|2
= 2.06(21)latt(2)EM ⇥ 1013 s�1

= 13.6(1.4)latt(0.1)EM ⇥ 10�12 GeV
(35)

with the ratio �`=e/�`=µ = 1.00453(20), amounting to
an e↵ect of 0.4% in the total rate from the muon mass.
Note that we are ignoring di↵erences in �EM between the
two cases in this ratio. For the ` = ⌧ case the e↵ect of
including the mass is much more substantial, we find

�(B0

s
! D

⇤�
s
⌧
+
⌫⌧ )

|⌘EWVcb|2
= 5.03(47)latt(5)EM ⇥ 1012 s�1

= 3.31(31)latt(3)EM ⇥ 10�12 GeV.

(36)

We can also readily construct R(D⇤
s
), the ratio of the

total rates for the ` = ⌧ and ` = µ cases, where many un-
certainties which are correlated between the two cancel.
We find

R(D⇤
s
) = �`=⌧/�`=µ = 0.2442(79)latt(35)EM. (37)

This value is ⇡ 1.6� below both the value of R(J/ )
computed in [19] as well as the HFLAV average SM value
of R(D⇤) [1]. Note that our value is consistent with the
value computed in [53] using the Heavy-Quark expansion
of R(D⇤

s
) = 0.2472(77). Note also that unlike the total

FIG. 10. Angular asymmetry variables for B̄
0
s ! D

⇤+
s `

�
⌫̄`

decay defined in Eq. (40) for the cases ` = µ and ` = ⌧ .

[HPQCD, arXiv:2105.11433] 
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R(D(⇤)) =
B(B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫⌧ )

B(B ! D(⇤)`⌫)

Phenomenology:  LFU  τ/𝓁
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FIG. 10: Current status of the evaluations of R(D) and R(D⇤). The contours show the 2019 HFLAV experimental average [1]
at 1, 2, and 3�. The red point with error bars uses our lattice-QCD prediction for R(D⇤) and R(D) = 0.284(14) calculated
from lattice-QCD data [50]. The green point uses our prediction for R(D⇤) coming from the joint fit yielding |Vcb| and the
HFLAV [1] SM prediction for R(D) = 0.299(3), which is similarly based on both lattice-QCD and experimental data.

If we assume that new physics e↵ects are visible only at large lepton masses (i.e., the ⌧), we can use our joint fit of
the light-lepton lattice and experimental data to obtain a more precise SM value of R(D⇤). We note that in our joint
fit, the curve corresponding to light leptons is determined mainly from experiment, and the one corresponding to the
⌧ comes mainly from the lattice data. In that case, we obtain

R(D⇤)Lat+Exp = 0.2484(13). (5.24)

We emphasize, however, that Eq. (5.23) is the SM prediction, relying only on lattice QCD, while Eq. (5.24) and
the assumption that there is no new physics in the semieletronic and semimuonic modes. Our values agree with
previous theoretical determinations. We note that more recent experimental measurements have found R(D⇤) to be
consistently smaller than before, hence reducing the tension between theory and experiment. The current status of
the R(D)-R(D⇤) determinations is summarized in Fig. 10.

D. Tests

1. Imposing the constraint at maximum recoil

As we explained above, our preferred analysis does not impose the kinematic constraint in Eq. (5.19). That
maximum-recoil constraint is trivially satisfied in the HQET basis of form factors (the hX), which we use in our
chiral-continuum extrapolation. However, the BGL expansion does not naturally incorporate it. Maximum recoil is
far from the region where lattice data are available, and there are no experimental data available for this decay with
a heavy lepton ` = ⌧ . Thus, to the extent that the BGL expansion does not match the HQET-basis form factors
precisely, we expect small deviations from Eq. (5.19) in the BGL fit. Such deviations are tolerable because small
violations of the constraint do not have any physical consequences, as long as they are within errors. Figure 9 shows
that our fits, nonetheless, satisfy the maximum-recoil constraint to within approximately one �.

Imposing the constraint in the fit model, we find new values for |Vcb| = 38.51(77) ⇥ 10�3 and R(D⇤) = 0.274(10),
which are compatible with the values obtained in our preferred analysis. It is not surprising that the constraint does
not alter the value of |Vcb|. After all, the CKM matrix element is extracted mainly from the behavior of the form
factors at small recoil and does not entail the form factor F2. The error on R(D⇤), on the other hand, is slightly
reduced by the constraint.

A comparison of the BGL coe�cients of the constrained analysis with those of our preferred one is shown in
Table XIII. We do not find significant changes, and the coe�cients in both analyses are compatible with each other

FNAL/MILC [arXiv:2105.14019] HPQCD: 
    

[arXiv:2105.14019] 
  

                   
[arXiv:1906.00701, 2020 PRD] 

       ~  below LHCb        
[arXiv:2007.06956, 2020 PRL] 

LHCb:  

  
[arXiv:1711.05623, 2018 PRL]

R(D*s ) = 0.2442 (79)lat(35)EM

R(Ds) = 0.2987 (46)

R(J/ψ) = 0.2582 (38) 2σ

R(J/ψ) = 0.71 (17)(18)

Phenomenology:  LFU  τ/𝓁

Meinel+Detmold:  
  

[arXiv:1503.01421, 2015 PRD]
R(Λc) = 0.332 (10)

Can also use the lattice form factors to 
study how observables change under NP 
scenarios.   
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Summary and Outlook

-meson decay constants known from LQCD with ~0.2-0.3% precision. 
➠ exp. uncertainties dominate in  determination 
smaller exp. errors: ➠ big impact on  and CKM unitarity 
including EW correction resolves ~  tension CKM unitarity test [PDG] 
 -meson form factors known from LQCD with ~1-3% precision 
-First LQCD calculation of   with ~0.5% precision [HPQCD]  
  (see parallel talk by W. Parrott on Friday, 13:10, for more details) 
-focus of ongoing LQCD efforts is on full  dependence 
EW + EM corrections significant (dominant) source of uncertainty; need to be 
better quantified  
LQCD calculations of radiative corrections, radiative decay [Desidero et al, 
arXiv:2006.05358, 2020 PRD, Kane et al, arXiv:1907.00279,Di Carlo et al, arXiv:1904.0873, 2019 
PRD,….] 
New: LQCD results for  [FNAL/MILC] and  [HPQCD] form factors 
@ nonzero .   
➠ new results for  and related                              
scope of LQCD calculations continues to increase (new methods, new 
formulations, new quantities) 
➠ meeting the growing precision needs of the experimental program

D, Ds
|Vcq |

|Vcq |
2σ

D, Ds
fD→K
+,0 (q2)

q2

B → D* Bs → D*s
q2

R(D*), R(D*s )
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Thank you!
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Appendix
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Heavy Quarks

• For light quark ( ) quantities, the leading discretization errors 
  — if the fermion action is  improved.   

• Using the same action for heavy quarks ( ) results in leading 
discretization errors . The effects are large, if , which is true 
for b quarks on most available ensembles. 

mq ≪ ΛQCD
∼ (aΛ)2 O(a)

mQ > ΛQCD
∼ (amQ)2 amq ≮ 1

➠Two classes of solutions:

1. avoid  effects using EFT (HQET, NRQCD) 
but: nontrivial matching and renormalization 
•  rel. heavy quarks (Fermilab, Columbia,..): matching rel. lattice action via 

HQET to continuum 
•  lattice NRQCD, HQET: use EFT to construct lattice action  

2. brute force: use the same lattice action for heavy quarks as for light quarks 
• generate gauge ensembles with  small enough so that  
• supplement with HQET inspired extrapolation and/or static limit

∼ (amQ)2

a (amb) < 1
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The z-expansion

for kinematic  
range: |z| < 1. 

z
t

z(t, t0) =

p
t+ � t�

p
t+ � t0p

t+ � t+
p
t+ � t0

t = q2

t± = (mB ±m⇡)
2

f(t) =
1

P (t)�(t, t0)

X

k=0

ak(t0)z(t, t0)
k

The form factor can be expanded as:  

• P(t) removes poles in [t-,t+] 
• The choice of outer function 𝜙 affects the unitarity bound on the ak.  
• In practice, only first few terms in expansion are needed.  

q2max = t�

kinematic range [m2
` , q

2
max]

Bourrely at al (Nucl.Phys. B189 (1981) 157) 
Boyd, Grinstein, Lebed (hep-ph/9412324, PRL 
95; hep-ph/9504235, PLB 95; hep-ph/9508211, 
NPB 96; hep-ph/9705252, PRD 97) 
Lellouch (arXiv:hep- ph/9509358, NPB 96) 
Boyd & Savage (hep-ph/9702300, PRD 97) 
Bourrely at al ( arXiv:0807.2722, PRD 09)
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★Results for . 

★Can be used to calculate  (lattice-only)  
★Can be used in joint fits with experimental data from BaBar and Belle 

to determine  and  (lattice + exp)

hA1
(w), hA2

(w), hA3
(w), hV(w)

R(D*)

|Vcb | R(D*)

Form factors for B → D* ℓνℓ

[FNAL/MILC, arXiv:2105.14019] 

A. Vaquero 
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FIG. 8: Results for separate fits to each dataset (left) and joint fit of all data (right). On the left we compare the BaBar result
(gray), the Belle result from the untagged dataset (green), and the lattice result coming from our synthetic data (red). In this
plot the lattice result used the |Vcb| coming from the joint fit. All results agree within ⇡ 2� over the whole kinematic range.
On the right, the lattice values have been multiplied by our best fit value of |Vcb|. There is tension between the slope predicted
by the lattice calculation and that of the experimental data. Since the lattice slope is well determined, correlations in the joint
fit cause the central lattice values (multiplied by the best fit |Vcb|) to fall slightly below the experimental values.

TABLE XII: Quadratic z expansion results. The second column shows results from a fit only to synthetic lattice-QCD data
(the same as the “quadratic” column in Table XI), the third from a joint fit to lattice QCD plus BaBar’s synthetic data, the
fourth from lattice QCD plus Belle’s untagged dataset, and the last lattice QCD plus both experiments. As with the z fit to
the chiral-continuum extrapolation, whenever a posterity or is very similar to its prior, we count the prior as input data.

Lattice QCD Lattice + BaBar Lattice + Belle Lattice + both

a0 0.0330(13) 0.0330(13) 0.0324(11) 0.0319(10)
a1 �0.155(55) �0.089(40) �0.160(44) �0.146(31)
a2 �0.12(98) �0.16(21) �0.67(94) �0.60(22)
b0 0.012 22(24) 0.012 24(23) 0.012 33(23) 0.012 42(23)
b1 �0.004(12) 0.0121(69) 0.014(10) 0.0037(46)
b2 0.08(53) 0.36(17) �0.29(25) 0.02(12)
c1 �0.0061(25) �0.0008(11) 0.0011(17) 0.000 15(94)
c2 �0.014(91) 0.054(46) 0.033(57) 0.078(36)
c3 �0.12(83) �0.34(76) �1.10(56)
d0 0.0506(16) 0.0516(15) 0.0522(15) 0.0527(15)
d1 �0.334(68) �0.199(50) �0.180(49) �0.195(43)
d2 �0.03(96) 0.18(92) �0.02(90) �0.01(90)

�
2
/dof 0.64/3 9.57/5 111/81 125/84PN
i a

2
i 0.04(24) 0.035(71) 0.5(13) 0.38(26)PN

i (b2i + c
2
i ) 0.006(78) 0.15(18) 0.20(48) 1.2(12)PN

i d
2
i 0.115(68) 0.08(35) 0.036(37) 0.041(21)

|Vcb|⇥ 103 39.84(94) 38.35(86) 38.57(78)

fits, and the sizes of the errors are similar. We also see a general agreement in the coe�cients of the expansion,
particularly in the important low-order ones. The origin of the low p value lies in the experimental data. A fit to the
two experimental datasets without lattice QCD yields �2/dof = 91.4/69. We thus conclude that the low p value of
the fit yielding Eq. (5.22) is unavoidable without unjustifiable omission of experimental data.

We note, however, a potential inconsistency in the Belle untagged dataset, as it is given in Ref. [17], first noticed
in Ref. [87]. If the same data underlie the di↵erent binnings, then only 37 of the 40 bins are truly independent

Available lattice data and simulations

Using 15 Nf = 2 + 1 MILC ensembles of sea asqtad quarks

The heavy quarks are treated using the Fermilab action
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FIG. 5: Chiral-continuum extrapolation for the form factors hA1 (top left), hV (top right), hA2 (bottom left), and hA3 (bottom
right). The color codes di↵erent lattice spacings, whereas the band shows the result of the fit. The upper-left plot for hA1 also
shows the zero-recoil result from Ref. [19].

There are more contributions to the final error that have been taken into account: light-quark mass mistuning,
scale setting, isospin e↵ects, and finite-volume e↵ects. The final error is calculated as the quadrature sum of these
uncertainties with that of the chiral-continuum extrapolation error, which (again) includes statistical, chiral-continuum
extrapolation, discretization, heavy-quark mistuning, and matching errors, as shown in Table VII. In the rest of this
section, we discuss each source of uncertainty one by one, explaining how they enter this error budget.

A. Statistics and stability of the correlator fits

In principle, the determination of masses, energies, and form factors depends on choices made in fitting the two- and
three-point correlation functions, but we argue that the associated uncertainties are encompassed in the statistical
component of the first line of Table VII. We have fitted the two-point functions with both 2+2 and 3+3 states in our
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FIG. 6: Contributions to the total error of the form factors hA1 (top left), hV (top right), hA2 (bottom left), and hA3 (bottom
right) as a function of the recoil parameter w. The two largest contribution come from statistics, in blue, and quark discretization
e↵ects, in orange. These two contributions overlap in the brown band in the plot, because of the common term of order a

2 in
Eqs. (3.21) and (3.24). The remaining contributions do not overlap. Note the di↵erences in vertical scales.

ansatz. Only when the two results agree within statistical errors do we select a particular fitting range. In this way,
the influence of excited states is reduced below the statistical uncertainty of the B masses and D⇤ energies. For the
three-point-function ratios, we find that excited states play a more important role, as can be seen for the example of
xf in Fig. 3. When fitting the three-point functions, we therefore include extra states at the source and sink in order
to control this potential source of systematic error.

Bias can arise from the choice of fitting ranges. To avoid the problems that can come from choosing di↵erent fitting
ranges for di↵erent ensembles, we impose the same tMin in physical units for all the two-point correlator fits. Our
tMax is chosen di↵erently and varies from ensemble to ensemble. But the impact of a di↵erent tMax is much smaller,
because these points have much larger errors. We refer to the reader to Sec. III C 1, where all the details are explained.
For the form-factor ratio fits, we employ the same range in physical units for all ensembles and most ratios. For the
double ratio and xf , where the same pattern of states is expected at source and sink, we use a symmetric fit range
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We present the first unquenched lattice-QCD calculation of the form factors for the decay B !
D

⇤
`⌫ at nonzero recoil. Our analysis includes 15 MILC ensembles with Nf = 2+1 flavors of asqtad

sea quarks, with a strange quark mass close to its physical mass. The lattice spacings range from
a ⇡ 0.15 fm down to 0.045 fm, while the ratio between the light- and the strange-quark masses ranges
from 0.05 to 0.4. The valence b and c quarks are treated using the Wilson-clover action with the
Fermilab interpretation, whereas the light sector employs asqtad staggered fermions. We extrapolate
our results to the physical point in the continuum limit using rooted staggered heavy-light meson
chiral perturbation theory. Then we apply a model-independent parametrization to extend the
form factors to the full kinematic range. With this parametrization we perform a joint lattice-
QCD/experiment fit using several experimental datasets to determine the CKM matrix element
|Vcb| = (38.57 ± 0.70th ± 0.34exp) ⇥ 10�3, where the first error is theoretical and the second comes
from experiment. This result is still in tension with current inclusive determinations, but it is in
agreement with previous exclusive determinations. We also integrate the di↵erential decay rate
obtained solely from lattice data to predict R(D⇤) = 0.266 ± 0.014, which confirms the current
tension between theory and experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

High precision tests of the standard model (SM) o↵er exciting possibilities for discovering new physics. In particular,
the flavor sector of the SM is very rich in phenomena that can be used to explore physics beyond the standard model
(BSM). Most flavor physics revolves around the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, which relates the mass
and flavor eigenstates of the quarks. Since it is a basis transformation, the CKM matrix is constrained by unitarity,
so violations of this rule could indicate the influence of new physics. Weak processes that are loop-suppressed in the
SM may also expose new physics. To determine CKM matrix elements to high precision and to perform precision
tests of the SM in measurements of rare decay processes, it is essential to know the strong-interaction environment in
which these processes occur.

Among the CKM matrix elements, |Vcb| has arguably been one of the most perplexing. There is a long standing
tension between the determination of this element via exclusive and inclusive decays. The operator product expansion
(OPE) is used to analyze inclusive decay experiments measuring semileptonic decays B ! Xc`⌫, where Xc represents
any charmed hadron or combination of hadrons with a single c quark. On the other hand, exclusive decay experiments
focus on decays with a specific charmed hadron in the final state, for example, B ! D`⌫ or B ! D⇤`⌫. We expect
both types of experiments to yield consistent results for |Vcb|; however, there is a ⇠ 3� discrepancy between the
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